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December can be a dangerous month. Maybe not quite as dangerous as free-

falling while shouting our zip codes, but dangerous just the same. We can get so 

caught up in the busyness and the externally imposed expectations of the season 

that we really do forget our rip cords, our life lines. We can lose perspective and 

run ourselves ragged. We relive old and painful memories, miss more acutely the 

people we have lost, stretch ourselves financially . . . December can be a dangerous 

month. This morning I want to explore with some ways to reclaim the positive 

energy of the winter holidays and leave room in December for spiritual growth and 

transformation. 

One of the classic pressures of the season is the pressure to create treasured 

family traditions: a favorite cookie recipe to pass on to the next to generation, or a 

memory of making popcorn and cranberry chains. (I’ve always found stringing 

popcorn to be a particularly painful and bloody experience.) We’re dreaming of a 

White Christmas. How ironic is it that the picture of the perfect Christmas that 

dominates our culture was painted by a Jewish immigrant who had never 

celebrated Christmas at all?  

We are supposed to decorate our houses, bake instead of buy, send beautiful 

hand-written greeting cards, and write the Christmas newsletter.  Worst of all, we 

are supposed to read all the Christmas newsletters we receive.  

I have a very simple solution for all these unreasonable expectations.  

Disappoint everybody! Waste no time or energy on trying to be the perfect spouse, 

parent, adult child, cousin, or aunt. Instead be more whole, more healed, more 

human. Do less. Bakeries make wonderful Christmas cookies! I’ll tell you one of 

my secrets. I don’t read holiday newsletters. I skim them to make sure I have taken 



note of all births and deaths – this prevents embarrassment later in the year. I don’t 

read about anybody else’s children’s soccer seasons or school projects; I never 

imposed Danny’s baseball stats on anybody else.  

Sit down with your family or friends and talk together about what is really 

important to your holiday celebrations. You may be surprised to learn that some of 

the things you were doing only for others will not be missed by anybody. It is 

amazing what people are willing to live without!  Find out what those things are in 

your family, and do less.  

Do you know about the “do less” pledge in the book called Unplug the 

Christmas Machine?  “Believing in the true spirit of Christmas I commit myself to: 

remember those who truly need my gifts; express my love in more direct ways than 

gifts; examine my holiday activities in the light of my deepest values; be a 

peacemaker within my circle of family and friends; rededicate myself to spiritual 

growth.”  

So do less. But also, do more. Not more stuff, but more meaningful stuff. 

Look at the Christmas Story, the Hanukkah story, the Solstice stories through a 

more complex lens. Go deep enough to find the truths embedded in the myths. 

They are all deeply spiritual stories. Stories about love and hope, courage and 

freedom, justice and reconciliation. When treated metaphorically, the Incarnation 

is not so farfetched at all. Does not the restless spirit of love and justice continually 

seek out the pure of heart? Does not that spirit constantly search for those who will 

speak up for and protect the widow and the orphan? When then, have you 

witnessed an incarnation? 

If you can answer that question for yourself, perhaps you would be willing 

to share your story and your new interpretation of ancient stories with your 

children, your spouse or partner, your friends.  We all want to inoculate ourselves 

and our children against the greediness and commercialization of the secular 



Christmas. To do that we have to offer them something of substance to take the 

place of the culturally imposed gimmies. I actually sympathize a little bit with 

those who want to keep Christ in Christmas. I translate that into ‘keep the burning 

coal of truth in Christmas’. Keep the awe, the hope, the willingness to take risks 

for the sake of love in Christmas. Keep the affirmation of the inherent worth and 

dignity of every person in Christmas. Keep reverence for the interdependent web 

of all existence in Christmas. 

Treat the Christmas story the way you would treat a dream analysis. Imagine 

yourself as every character in the story, then ask, “What does it mean for me to be 

a shepherd keeping watch in a dark field at night? What does it mean for me to be 

a young woman given startling and confusing news? What might happen to a 

family that would make it impossible for a loving parent to provide warm clothing, 

books, or age appropriate toys to a loved and wanted child? What does it mean for 

me to be a baby, born homeless to parents both loving and afraid?” Take the story 

into your mind and heart and live it through your Unitarian Universalist lens. 

Wrestle with it, like Jacob wrestled with that angel, until it blesses you. 

 There is no better time of year for doing the work of accepting, of taking an 

accounting, of healing, of forgiving. I would be glad to talk with any of you who 

find that December brings up feelings and stresses beyond the usual. If you want to 

spend some time becoming more whole this December, call me. Tis the season to 

be real. 

So, to sum up: do less of what is trivial and unfulfilling. Do more of what 

allows you to be more. Be more Unitarian Universalist. Be more human. Be more 

real. The secret to dealing with the pressures of December is to be even more 

aware than usual of the relationship between actions and values, between spending 

and principles, between doing and faith. In that spirit, I want to close with a 

reading by my friend and colleague Rod Thompson. “Let me remind you that you 



don’t have to believe literally in the virgin birth to celebrate all births, and to 

affirm the inherent worth and dignity of every person.  You don’t have to believe 

literally in a miraculous star – announcing a unique birth – to affirm the uniqueness 

of every person and to remember our commitment to the acceptance of one 

another. You don’t have to believe literally in wise men – who sought for a new 

born king – to make your own free and responsible search for truth and meaning. 

You don’t have to believe literally in angels – who sing of Peace on Earth, 

Goodwill to All – to make a goal of world community with peace, liberty, and 

justice for all.  You don’t have to believe literally in a manger scene – the humblest 

of birth places – to remember the poor, to feed the hungry, and to be reminded to 

treat others with justice, equity, and compassion. You don’t have to believe 

literally in any of these, or the hundreds of other parts of the story, to believe that 

the hope, warmth, light and love that they show are already a part of our lives, just 

as we and they are all a part of the interdependent web of life.” 

 


